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THE: NEXT GENERATION O F  
NEURAL NETWORK CHIPS 

Shaping the hardware solutions 
for the third millennium- 

There have been many national and international neural networks research initiatives: USA 
(DARPA, NIBS), Canada (IRIS), Japan (HFSP) and Europe (BRAIN, GALATEA, NERVES, 
ELXNE NERVES 2 H u s t  to mention a few. 
Recent developments in the jield of neural networks, cognitive science, bioengineering and 
elect&al engineering have made it possible to understand more about the functioning of large en- 
sambles of identical processing elements. There a n  more research papers than ever proposing so- ~ 

lutions and hardware implementations are by no means an exception. Two jie@ (computing and 
neuroscience) are interacting in ways nobody could imagine just several years ago, and-with the- 
advent of new technologies- researchers are focusing on nyins to copy the Brain. 
Such an exciting confluence may quite shortly lead to revolutionary new computers and it is the 
aim of this invited session to bring to light some of the challenging research aspects dealing with 
the hurdware reahability offuture ‘intelligent’ chips. 
Presenthy (conventional) technology is (still) mostly digital and, thus, occupies wider areas and 
consumes much more power than the solutions we envisage. The innovative algorithmic and ar- 
chitectural ideas should represent important breakthroughs, paving the way towarak making neu-. 
ral network chips available to the industry at competitive prices, in relatively smaU packages and 
consuming a fraction of the power required by equivalent digital solutions. 

The proposed invited sesswn aims to bring together some of the researchers working on theoreti- 
cal and practical aspects of hardware implementations of neural networks, as well as potential us- 
ers of such chips. 
We expected to discuss the near and long tern frrtwe of hardware implementations of a&%iai 
neural networks from three difJerent points of view: 

e theoretic; 

application. 
The focus will be on: 

aigoritmic; 

e advanced techniques for automated mapping of neural networks onto Field Programmable 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) a d o r  cluster@) of Digital Signal Processors (DSPs); 

e innovntive learning algorithms together with the techniques and tools for designing ana- 
logue and mixed analogue/digital neural chips; 

e potential of testing such chips in real-word medium to large scale projects. 



The folhwing aspec& have been identified as important steps forward on the state-of-the-art and 
should have a profound industrial impact: 

b new learning algorithms dedicated to the constraints of hardware implementations; 
b advanced techniques for automatical mapping of a r t i f i d  neural networks onto either 
FPGAs andor DSPs, and automatic mapping using libraries of dedicated cells; 

b specialized large library of cells (mostly analogue) for custom neural network chips; 
b successful appiications for soiving severai real-world problems. 

We are still in the process of contacting responsible persons and are also looking for other re- 
searchers which could complement or co-operate on the above mentioned topics. 

1. Why it is an interesting topic ? 

Main reason 

Other reasons 

b Make some research projects known to a larger community and also foster 
co-operation amongst the teams. 

- Have a feedback from researchers that are involved in such projects 
- IdentifL new ideas 

2. Why we should discuss it ? 

b Because it is important that each team gets a global view of what the others 
are doing and how they intend to do it 

b Because there should be many companies interested in the outcome of 
such research projects 

b Because each of these projects is raising many challenges 

3. Who should attend ? 

b Researchers working on these projects 
b Researchers working on fields related to these projects 
b Representatives from leading edge companies 

The proposed length is between half a day to one day. We estimate that between jive and ten re- 
search projects could be presented (30 minutes for presentation, with 10 minutes for discussion). 
This will leave enough time for closer interaction both between speakers and with those attending 
the session. 

Oral presentations given by several teams. Several shorter presentation to complement and pro- 
voke discussions are also envisaged. 
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How to build VLSI-efficient neural chips 
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Abstract 

This talk will shut  by presenting the state-of-the-art of learning techniques in general, followed 
by a strong emphasis on constructive algorithms, Le., solutions which construct a neural network 
when m examples of n inputs each are given. The focus will be on several complexity aspects per- 
taining to neural networks: 

e size complexity and depth-size tradeoffs; 
e complexity of learning and delay-generalimtion tradeoffs; 
e preckwn of weights and thresholds as well as redisations with limited interconnectivity 

(fov-in). 

All of these are very important when judging the VLSI-friendliness of an algorithm, but also 
show that we are facing dimult  problems-exponentiai growth in either space (preciswn and 
size) and/or time (learning and depthhwhen resorting to neural networks for solving general 
classes of problems. However, particular cases may enjoy much better petformances. 
Further, we shall detail very tight upper and lower bounds for the number-of-bits required for 
solving a given classa@ation problem. These results lay the theoretical foundations for the f i t  
step of two constructive algorithms, by explicitly showing how the quantization of the input space 
could and should be done in 0 (tarn2) time. 

The second step of the a l g o r i t h  finds its roots in the neural implementation of a class of 
Boolean functions using threshold gates. It is substantiated by mathematical proofs which allow 
us to determine the size 0 (mn / A )  and the depth 0 {log(mn) / lo@} of the resulting neural net- 
work By using the fan-in A as a parameter, full  classes of solutions can be designed. 

The third step of the algorithms always represents a reduction in the sue of the network and an 
increase of its generalisation capabilities. Extensions by using analogue COMPARISONS, instead 
of digital ones, will be suggested, thus, the algorithms can accept real inputs, and have increased 
generalisation capabilities (obtained at the expense of longer training times). 
Throughout this talk, the two-spirals problem will be used as a leitmotif for exemplifiing all the 
different steps involved and for comparing the algorithms with many other known algorithms. 
Finally, two solutions which can lower the sue of the resulting neural network by impressive %on- 
stanfs’ are detailed. In support of these cluims many simulations have been performed and are 
c&d upon. 
Further directions for research are pointed out in the conclusions. 

The talk will be based on: 
e Chapter 5 - COMPARISON and IF,,,, Functions 
e Chapter 6 - Constructive and VLSI-Friendly Learning Algorithms 

from a book currently in press: 

e V. Beiu (1997/8) 
VLSI Complexity of Discrete Neural Networks 
Gordon h Breach and Hardwood Academics, USA. 
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Abstract 

Kolmogorov’s superpositions can be interpreted as a device which computes arbitrary real-valued 
continuous functions through iterative parallel computations of continuous functions of one vari- 
able using fired transfer functions. These superpositions have a nomographic structure which 
suggests applicabirity in a number of areas, but at the same time the characteristics of no- 
mographie functions impose limitations which are inherent in their structure. A particular in- 
stance is the relationship between the range of a target function and the ranges of its 
superpositions. The slrbject of this talk is the numerical implementation of Kohogorov’s superpo- 
sitions with a focus on their structural properties and their effect on computation and applica- 
tions. We shall d o  look at some remaining open problems. 

Other potential tutorials could be given by some of the following persons 
(whom I have already contucted). 

On pulse coded neural networks 
Department of Computer Science 
Royal Holbway, University of London 
Egham, Surrey TW20 OEX, United Kingdom 

Phone: 44-1784-44 34 30 

E-mail: john @dcs. rhbnc.ac. uk 
Fart i-44-1784-43 97 86 

ta 

King’s College London 
Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering 
Strand, London WC2R 2rS, United Kingdom 

Phone: t44-171-873 2367 

E-mail: rgc@kcl.ac.uk 
Far: +44-171-836 4781 
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Abstract 

To which extend can we speak about time-space trade-offs in the sense that, for a given problem, 
a faster algorithm requires more space than a slower algorithm? 
Moreover, to which extend can we speak about such trade-ofls in the context of parallel or neural 
computing? 
This paper aims to give an insight to these problems. Meanwhile, we state some open problems 
and presumptions concerning the representation of logical functions and circuits by neural net- 
works. Our main concern is to find the Limits of neural circuit optimization in the framework of a 
“neural computation thesis”. We try to define a “reasonable” model of neural computation, Le., a 
model that accepts a “neural computational thesis”, similar to the parailel computational thesis. 

mailto:rueckert@hni.uni-paderborn.de


Summary 

Assume that a time-complexity class of hguages has been defined by making use of a parallel 
model of computation. Is it possible to characterize the same class by a deterministic Turing ma- 
chine? 
By putting suitable limit&’ons on both the number and the power of parallel processors, a gen- 
eral rule seems to hold which is known as the parallel computation thesis. 
Denote by Q a parallel model of computation. The thesis holds for the model Q i f  two polyno- 
mials p and q exist such that: 

P-TIME (f(n)) => DSPACE @(f(n))) and DSPACE (g(n)) => P-TIME (q(g(nN 

where P-TIME (f(n)) denotes the class of h g u a g e s  which can be recognized by model Q in time 
0 @)). This is a relation between paraUel time and sequential space. I n  other words, the thesis 
holds for the model P i f p a r a l  time is polynomially related to sequential space. The parallel 
computation thesis is a concise and beauriful expression of a time-space relationship. 

On a RAM, the class of problems solvable in polynomial space is PSPACE and the set of prob- 
lems solvable in polynomial time is P. Since PSPACE is thought to be a much larger class of 
problems than P, this theorem quantzpes the effective improvement made possible by parallelism. 
A consequence of this theorem is that a PRAM can solve NP-complete problems in polynomial 
time. For example, the graph colouring problem is NP-complete. yet there is a quadratic time a& 
gorithm to solve it. Nevertheless, an exponential number of processors are used 
A time-space trade-off is working here: the exponential time on the RAM is transformed into an 
exponential space (number of processors) on the PRAM, whereas the polynomial space on the 
RAM is transformed into a polynomial time on the PRAM. 
McCulloch and Pirts asserted that neural networks are computationally universd A neural net- 
work implementation of a Turing machine was provided by Franklin and Ganon. The conse- 
quence is, of course, that any algorithmic problem that is Turing solvable can be encoded as a 
problem solvable by a neural network: neural networks are at least as powerful as Turing ma- 
chines. 

The converse has been widely presumed true, since computability has become synonymous with 
Turing computability. Nonetheless, Frankfin and Ganon proved that the halting problem, when 
suitably encoded on a neural network, is solvable by an infinite neural network. The consequence 
of this properly has a fundamental importance: infinite neural networks are more powerful than 
Turing machines. Despite its appearance, this result is not a counter example to the Church-Tur- 
ing thesis since the thesis concerns only algorithmic problems solvable by f i n i t q  means. 
Meanwhile, the result of Franklin and Gmon is the expression of a time-space trade-off: the infi- 
nite time complexity of the halting problem on a Turing machine has been transferred into the in- 
finite number of neurons. I n  this case, sequential time is related to parallel space. The parallel 
computation thesis relates parallel time to sequential space. A time-space trade-off can be ob- 
served when solving the graph coiouring problem. Hence, it seams reasonable to state a par&l 
computation thesis where p a r a h i  space is polynomially related to sequential time. Moreover, for 
the same model of pamuel computation, we may relate both: i) parallel time to sequential space, 
and ii) parallel space to Sequential time. 
An open problem is to verify the parallel computation thesis for some neural computing models. 
Should we state a “neural computation thesis”? I n  this case, new time-space relations may be dis- 
covered For instance, in the case of the infinite neural network considered by Franklin and Gar- 
zon, do we have a polynomial relation between parallel space and sequential time? And; 
connected to this, can we define a Lcreasonable” neural model of computation? 
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Abstract 

The ability for a neural network to learn online is crucial in many applications. Unfortunately, 
compuhatiodv simple online learning algorithms have not received a great deal of attention in 
relation to the current well-established neural network architectures. 

This paper introduces the concept of resource re-ahcation for online training of radial basis 
function (RBF) classifirs. The motivation behind this work stems from the limitations imposed 
by the fired amount of resources that are ofen available especially when neural network algo- 
rithms need to be implemented in parallel hardware. The algorithm described in this paper con- 
tinually assesses the contribution of existing individual RBF centres in classifying incoming novel 
input patterns under online learning conditions. Based on this assessment, it then re-allocates re- 
sources, for novel inputs, in a manner that least favours the least active regions of the input 
space. It ako uses the distance of the closest existing centre to the novel input to set the width of 
the newly designated centre so that the two widths are as nearly equal as possible. This enables 
the resuiting network to c r e a  an arbitrary representation that is based solely on the underrying 
structure of the input data 

I n  an attempt to model an online situation, a real-world benchmark problem has been con- 
structed using u n n o d i s e d  multi-dimensional input vectors which have to be classified into one 
of three classes. At fist,  the entire resource space is filled up with vectors from just a subset of 
the three classes. The task of the network is then to learn to adopt to the sudden arrival of vectors 
from another class, or a combination from a subset of classes. 

The sofrwnre simulation resulrs obtained from this approach are compared against some existing 
classical and neural network methods. A strategy for implementing the algorithm in parallel ana- 
log hardware is ako presented This is accompanied by a description, with simulation results, of 
the component circuits required to fuUy implement the algorithm in CMOS analog VLSI. 

I V. Beiu - Division NIS-1, LANL, USA I 
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Abstract 

If neural networks are to be used on a large scale, they have to be implemented in hardware. 
However, the cost of a hardware implementation is critically sensitive to fators like the precision 
used for the weights, the total number-of-bits of information and the maximum fan-in required by 
the nodes-to mention just some of the most important. 

This paper will present a version of the Constrained Based Decomposition (CBD) training algo- 
rithm which is able to produce networks using limited precision integer weights and units with 
limited fan-in. The algorithm does not require any a priori design of the network architectiwe and 
has guaranteed convergence. 
We will show on several classical neural benchmarks, that CBD is able to build simple soluriOns 
to complicated problems. All these solutions use integer weights in a very limited range and small 
constant (Le., optimal) fan-in. Compared to other existing learning algorithms, CBD reduces the 
number of bits necessary for storing by at least one order of magnitude (with a corresponding re- 
duction in the area of a VLSI chip). 
Work is in progress to include an automalie weight changing mechanism which might bring im- 
provements in the generalization performances of the solutions generated. 

I I Valeriu Beiu 
UQnnci F nilahrmlk 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Space and Atmospheric Sciences 
Division NIS-I, MS 0466 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA 

Theoretical Division 
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Phone: + 1-505-667-2430 

E-mail: beiu@ lanl. gov 
Far: + I  -5OS-665-739S 

+ 1-505-667-9471 
+ 1 -SOS-667-3003 
Imwa @ tl3.lanl.gov 
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Abstract 

The starting points of this paper are two s,.e-optimd neural solutions: 
0 one for implementing arbitrary Boolean functions detailed by Horne & Hush (1994); and 

another one for implementing certain sub-classes of Boolean functions introduced by 
Red’kin (1970). 

Because VLSI implementations do not cope well with high& interconnected networks-the area 
of a chip grows with the cube of the fan-in (Hammerslmm i988Whis paper will d y s e  the injlu- 
ewe  of W e d  fan-in on the size optimality for the two solufions mentioned 

First, we will extend a resukfrom Home $2 Hush (1994) valid for fan& two to arbitrary fan-in. 
Second, we wil l  prove that size-optimal solutions are obtained for small constant fan-in for both 
constructions, while reWve minimum size solutions can be obtained for fan-ins strictly lower that 
linear. 
These res& are in agreement with similar ones proving that for small  constant fan-ins 
(A= 6...9) there d t  VLSI-optimal (Le., minimising AT2) solutions (Beiu 1997), while there are 
similar small constants relating to our capacity of processing information (Miller 1956). 

Selected references 
Horne, B.G. &Hush, D.R. (1994) 
On the No& Complexity of Neuml Networks. Neural Networks 7(9):1413- 
1426. 

0 Red’kin, N.P. (1970) 
Synthesis of Threshold Chits for Certain Classes of Boolean Functions 
Kibernetika 5:6-9 [English translation (1973), Cybernetics 6(5):540-54#]. 

The Connectivity Analysis of Simple Association -or- How Many Con- 
nections Do You Need ? In D.Z. Anderson (ed): NIPS, 338-347. New 
York, NY: AIP. 

0 Beiu V. (1997) 
Constant Fan-In Digital Neural Networks Are VLSI-Optimal 
To appear in S.W. Elhott ,  J.C. Mason and LJ. Anderson (e&.): Mathe- 
matics of Neural Nets: Models, Algorithms & Applications, Boston, MA: 
Kluwer. 

The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on our 
Capacity for Processing information, Psychohgical Review 63:71-97. 

0 Hammerstmm, D. (1988) 
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Abstract 

In a recent report, Krogh and SoUich gave a theoretical an&,& for the general characterktics of 
learning with ensembles of linear predictors for performing standard interpolation tasks (ie. to 
predict the conditional mean of a disiribution) Physical Review, 55,811-825. 

Their findings: improved generaiisation perfonrtance can be achieved by using under-regulnrired 
models, which actually o v e m  the training data. 
The following study provides empirical evidence that this can be generalised to nonlinear models 
for predicting conditional probabw densities. 

Appbing a network of the GM ope to a well-known real-world benchmark problem, it was found 
that reguhhdion Md model selechn schemes improve only the generaihtinn performance of a 
single-model predictor. For an ensembie, to the contrary, limiting the complexity of the individual 
predictors was found to have an adverse effect. 
?%e smdest gene&ation ‘error’ was found for committees of compkx, under-regularired mod-. 
els, which outpegonned the best (regularbed I )  single model by a large margin. This gives strong 
support for the e@acy of incorporating the RVFL concept. When the objective of a training proc- 
ess is to predict the conditional probability rather than just the conditional mean, the required 
compkdty of the network (two hidden hayers) with its compwatively hng training times u s d y  
&@s the creation of livge network committees. 

By constraining a subset of the parameters to random values (such that the EM algorithm can be 
applied), the RVFL appmmh allows for a considerable accejenrtiOn of the training process. This 
enables the training of a whole ensemble of networks at the same computational costs as would 
be required otherwise for training a single mo&L 
?%e appikahkn of this scheme to the Boston housing dakr was found to achieve a pedormance 
compamble to the best results otherwise obtained so far. 

K.R. Moore, P.C. Blain 
M.P. Caffrey, R.C. Franz 
K.M. Henneke, R.G. Jones 

A space-based radw jkequency transient 
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Abstract 

The FORTE’ (Fast On-Orbit Recording of Transient Events) sateme wiU record RF transients in 
space. These transients will be classifid onboard the spacecrafc with an Event Classifier-special- 
ized hadware that performs signal preprocessing and neural network clnssi’ation. 
We describe the Event Chstf ir ,  fuhrre duections, and imprications for telecommunications satel- 
lites. 

v.  ueiu - uivision N I ~ -  I ,  LHIUL, U ~ A  

mailto:knnoore@lanl.gov


Summary 

The FORTE' (Fast On-Orbit Recording of Transient Events) satellite will record 30 to 300 MHz 
radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic transients in space. These RF transients are produced lo- 
cally by spacecmfi discharges and from below by lightning and man-made sources such as ra- 
dars. The transients are immersed in a constantly changing background of TV and radio sign&. 
This results in a signal to noise ratio rypically well below one. The 800 km circular orbit is above 
the bulk of the ionosphere. The ionosphere causes dispersion and the variations in the ionosphere - 
cause the dispersion to vary by as much as two orders of magnitude over an orbit 

Even with afront end trigger to select only tmnsient pulses, the data acquistion system memory 
may f iU  with raw data in as quickly as a second but can only be dumped to the ground twice a 
day. Thus, there is a need to reduce the data jlo w by classijjling the transient events selected by 
the trigger with an Event Classifier (EC) onboard the spacecmrft. The EC must be capable of high 
speed, 100% detection probabrn, minimal false detection probability operation. The EC must op- 
emte reliably in a modemtely hostile environment and must have a minimal impact on system re- 
somes; Le., it must be small, light, low power, and require minimal telemew. 
Because radiation hardened Mlzlog RF hardware capable of classijjling raw RF signals does not 
cumntly exist, a digital store and f o r w d  system has been construcfed The RF time series is p m -  
conditioned, digitized, and stored in memory as event recod. The event recording can be trig- 
gered either by the RF trigger, by an optical trigger from the onboard optical experiment (built by 
S a d a  National Luboratory), or by the payload controller at predetemined times. These records 
are then passed to the EC for classifiation. Typical events contain 50 KBytes so the EC classifia- 
tion into one or two bytes will compress the data f2ow by a factor of 104. 

We have b u l  specialized hardware to implement signal processing and neural network algo- 
rithms for pedoming this o n b o d  classificcrtion. The ECflight hardware consists of two 6" x 9" 
circuit boards housed in an aluminum frame and box, dnnvs about 5 Watts of conditioned power, 
and is designed to withstand 5 krcrds total dose over the nominal one year mission. The EC con- 
sists of a digital signal processor (DSP), a radiation-hardened microprocessor, a programmable 
gate army, and several types of memory. The microconttvller handles the integace to the space- 
era# and the DSP pedorms the computations. The DSP is susceptible to destructive latchup f r o m  
radiation effects so three levels of latch detect and reset have been incorporated 
The baseiine flight software consists of a multiband trigger, power spectral density estimation al- 
gorithms, and serf-organizing map and backpropagation neural networks. Algorithm sequences 
rather than fuu code modtlles will be uploaded from the ground The EC will accept event re- 
cords from the data acquisition system (through the payload cottiroller), perform the specified al- 
gorithm sequence, and produce a classification result f0-d for direct downlink in about a 
second Most of this time is spent on the data transfer and the power spectral density estimation. 
The neural networks take very lictle time. 
Neural techniques were chosen because the variable dispersion precludes direct templace match- 
ing. Analysis of RF events recorded by an existing space experiment indicate that the neural tech- 
niques are capable of accumte clawfieation of ionospherically dispersed transients even when 
the dispersion varies by two or& of magnitude. However, large dispersion results in excessive& 
long input vectors for the networks and efforts are underway to do further feature extraction to re- 
duce the network input vector lengths. 
We are concentr&'ng on algorithms that can be implemented in high speed analog hardware in 
or&r to eliminate the cumbersome multiband trigger and digital store and forward system in fu- 
turc missions. We are invesligaling repiacing the multiband trigger with a least mean squares 
time series predictor that can be implemented in high speed, intrinsically radiation hard gaUium 
arsenide analog devices. If high speed gallium arsenide analog compressive receivers could be 
used for the power spectral density estimation and high speed, radiation hard analog backpropa- 
gation network chips being developed by the nuclear physics community could do the classifica- 
tion, the DSP would not be nee& The result would be a more efficient and reliable event 
chsifiation system. 

Telecommunication satellites are susceptible to a h a g e  from environmental factors such as deep 
dielectric charging and sur;face discharges. The event classifier technology we are developing is 
capable of sensing the surface discharges and could be useful for mitigating their effects. In addi- 
tion, the techniques we are using for processing weak signals in noisy environments are relevant 
to telecommunications. 
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Abstract 

We are developing exiremely simple yet quite capable analog pulse-coded neural networks for 
“smaller-fast~heapeP spacecraft anitude and control systems. We will demonsirate a proto- 
type microsateW that uses our novel control system to autonomously stabilize itselfin the ambi- 
ent magnetic field and point itself at the brightest available light source. 

lW c m n t  trend in spacecraft is “smaUer-faster-cheaper‘s but it is not known just how smcrll, 
f a  and cheap sateWes can be built and still perform use@ work However, it is clear that a ma-- 
jor engineering paradigm shjft is required in order to move beyond the very highly evolved and op- 
timized space systems that are currently available. In pariicular7 the pamdigm of anticipating 
every possible anomaly and engineering the appropriate anomaly mitigation has proven to be un- 
f e a s i b k w e  just cannot anticipate everything that can go wrong, especially in space. We need en-- 
gineering soiutions that respond to unanticipated events in non-catastrophic ways. In other 
w d ,  rather than designing systems primariiy to perform work and expecthg them to survive all 
anticipated circumstances, we should design systems that autonrntieally attempt to survive all cir- 
cumstances and then try to extract useful work from them. 
Using this new paradigm, we are developing extremely simple yet quite capable analog pulse- 
coded neural networks for a variety of advanced robotic applications that include spacecraft atti- 
tude and control systems. The basis of these control systems is a two transistor “neuron” that 
products control pulses. These neurons can be configured singly or can be combined in pairs or 
in hexagonal rings to produce central pattern generators, Our experience with legged robots have 
shown these simple systems are exiremely reiiable, robust to faults, and capable of surprising 
emergent behaviour such as self assembly and synergistic collective behavwur. The hexagonal 
ring central pattern generator in a four legged crawling robot can, for instance, reproduce the 
w a g  and running motions observed in living quadrupeds. 
Systems such as robots and spacecmft are immersed in their environment. Environmental feed- 
back into these systems is unavoi&ble, even without sensors. Often the actuators themselves act 
as effective environmental sensors. For example7 a spacecraft that is oriented using magnetic 
torque coils will respond to the magnetic varicrtionS induced by geomagnetic storms, even if it has 
no magnetometer for sensing the ambient jield Instead of designing systems that withstand their 
environment, we are engineering systems that RELY ON their environment. The actuators and 
sensors coupled to the environment feed back into the control system by controiiing the control 
pulse timing relationships. Ofren the sensor and actuator can be combined into a single unit, sim- 
p h m g  and ruggedizing the des@ This approach has produced another unexpected resul t lhc 
the sensor fusion problem becomes trivhd Inputs from mulliple sensors combine directly and 
naturdy. There is no need for interpolation or decimation to handle temporal mismatches and 
relotive importance is assigned directly by specifying the sensor voitage relationships. Our proto- 
type spacecrafc control system uses gradients in the magnetic j k ld  as sensed by the magnetic 
torque coils to stabilize itself and simultaneously uses light gradients from a photosensor paw to 
orient the spacecrafc toward the brightest light source. 
We will demonstrate a prototype microsateUte that uses our novel control system to autonomously 
orient itself in the ambient magnetic field and point itself at the brightest available light source. 
This is a j k t  step toward defining a minimum useful microsateiiite design of the future and is 
relevant to ail areas that use spacecraft plnybrms. 
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